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some context 

I attended a curatorial talk at the ROM’s Africa-Asia wing as a field trip for an Anthropology course a 
few years ago. The talk was on an exhibit about the Berlin Conference (1884-85), its impact on 
museum collections, and the role museum collections played within the European colonial project. 
The curator was particularly passionate as this was part of her contribution to the museum, and in a 
small way, she felt it worked towards correcting some of the historical legacies of museum 
collections.  

The Berlin Conference was a western diplomatic effort to renew colonization efforts particularly in 
Africa, around fifty years after the transatlantic slave trade ended (1834 in the British colonies), when 
criticisms of the slave trade made public opinion a cause for concern for the new imperialist project. 
According to the curator, one approach was to look for ways to dehumanize Africa. Museums 
exhibited artifacts constructing narratives devoid of market forces, politics, any semblance of 
economy, religious belief, culture or civilization. Historically, museum exhibitions of these regions 
focused on displays of mystical objects symbolizing faraway lands. The curator’s talk was insightful, 
but the Berlin Conference exhibit was less so, especially as it did not explain the curatorial intent, and 
was dwarfed by the wider African-Asian art wing next to it, which seemed to illustrate the issue, and 
to mirror the African-Asian wing of every museum I have ever visited. 

While we still live with the decisions of colonial legacies embedded in our institutions, these 
legacies/ decisions seem to be rising in public awareness and will likely continue to rise with greater 
expectations of transparency and access to information. In an Archival Research course I took, we 
analyzed a case study, where pulling on the loose threads of a few British colonial documents in 
Nairobi revealed secret British colonial repositories that have (illegally) never been made public. In 
this particular case, the documents warrant an unfavourable rewriting of aspects of British colonial 
history in Kenya. Several such colonial repositories have since been revealed in the UK with 
potentially millions of colonial documents, some dating back to the 19th C (Cobain; Kielty & York).   

I thought the  Ryerson Image Centre  would be a good site for screening a videoart project and a 
mobile app that, in part, illustrates the complexities in reconstructing histories of minority groups in 
former colonies, given some of the historical legacies which remain. The project is called  Celestial 
Navigations . 
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celestial navigations 
 
Celestial Navigations  is part of a broader research project -- tracing my family ancestry (from Canada, 
to the Caribbean, to South Asia) and documenting the history around a piece of family land in the 
Caribbean that has some historical significance. At present, there are 3 components:  

1. Karmic Residue  documentary (w/ interactive version) 
2. Karmic Residue  videoart piece 
3. Celestial Navigations  mobile app 

 

documentary & videoart piece 

Karmic Residue  is an ethnographic/ experimental film (with an interactive version). A partial draft of 
the screenplay can be found here: 
https://gnghacademia.wordpress.com/2017/08/15/karmic-residue/ 

 

mobile app 

The mobile app is an attempt to simplify the task of tracing Indo-Trinidadian ancestry, by making 
archival records more accessible. This task only became possible in 2011, when the indentureship 
records were made available to the public through support from  UNESCO's Memory of the World 
Program .  The records, however, are still not easily accessible due to the historical structure and 
condition of the colonial registers.  

Trying to trace family ancestry usually requires oscillating between the national archives (Trinidad & 
Tobago) and elder family members. Incomplete information at each point of contact requires multiple 
trips, and  General Registers  in the indentureship archives are fraught with errors (linguistic and 
otherwise) stemming from the colonial plantation environment. With relatives dispersed around the 
world, it is common for such a project to span North America/ Europe and the Caribbean, and take 
several years to complete. When gathering information at various points of contact, it would be 
beneficial to have access to a summary of various archival records/ fonds (ie. ship arrival 
dates/details, maps of plantations with workforce info, etc) when discussing with elderly family 
members, in efforts to narrow towards the most accurate date range to focus on when you do 
eventually delve into the national archives.  

An overarching objective of the project is to encourage generating/ sharing/ capturing histories 
across the former Indian indentured communities around the world (ie. Fiji, Malaysia, Mauritius, etc). 
The app is intended to be the potential anchor for this, due to its scalability. As indentureship records, 
emigration passes and ship logs follow the dictates of British colonial administration, historical 
indentureship records of the other 18 former British colonies likely follow similar structures, 
potentially enabling the app to be expanded to include indentureship data of other former colonies.  

link to mobile app project:  https://gnghacademia.wordpress.com/2017/04/26/celestial-navigations/ 
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ryerson image centre (ric) 

 
The  Ryerson Image Centre (RIC)  focuses on photograpy-related media with an emphasis on 
photojournalism and documentary media from the 19th C. to the present. It is a museum-standard 
facility encompassing 4500 sq ft of exhibition space, a Great Hall for lectures, conferences and 
screenings, a 16ft new media wall visible from the street, a temperature and moisture controlled 
vault, and a state-of-the-art, professionally staffed research centre (Ryerson).  

The RIC has 3-interrelated areas of activity: 1/ an exhibition program addressing social, cultural, 
aesthetic and historical concerns; 2/ a research program, conducting and facilitating inquiry into 
primary resource material, and  offering lectures, symposia and publications devoted to the history of 
photography; and 3/ Peter Higdan Research Centre, housing photography collections spanning the 
medium’s history (Ryerson).   

Located at the centre of the Ryerson University campus ensures integration into various curricula 
(Image Arts, Journalism, Documentary Media, etc), while the depth of historical resources and the 
quality of the facility draws interdisciplinary interaction from students, faculty and alumni from 
potentially all the university’s other programs. The RIC is an emerging institution with ambitions to 
provide world-leading thought-leadership in its areas of focus.  

I have had a few prior interactions with the RIC over the course of several years. In looking for visual 
material for the  Celestial Navigations  project, I delved into the  Black Star Collection  to see what 
images of Trinidad might be available, This collection holds 292,000 photographs by over 6000 
image makers, including many seminal figures of twentieth-century photojournalism (Ryerson). There 
were a total of 27 images in the collection related to Trinidad. I still have yet to decide whether I will 
use any of them in this project.  

Through the process of looking through the RIC collections (in additon to other archives/ collections 
elsewhere), I realized that, similar to other minority communities particularly in emerging markets, 
very little documentation exists -- photographic and otherwise. Other documentary filmmakers from 
minority communities have found more success by sourcing historical images/ footage through the 
community itself (ie. family photos/ super 8 video) to fill gaps in their films. Archival repositories 
historically tend to be heavily skewed towards the more elite or politically favoured communities.  As 
my mother was a hobbiest photographer in her youth, I have come to realize, the cache of family 
photos I inherited provides a richer, ethnographic snapshot of Trinidad in the 1950’s and 60’s than is 
likely available in archives almost anywhere.  

For this project I envision the use of 1/ the 16 ft New Media Wall to exhibit the videoart piece, and 2/ 
the Student Gallery for an event centred around the mobile app. The interactive documentary will be 
linked to the app. The traditonal documentary will be screened through a festival circuit.  
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Ryerson has a Caribbean Studies program and I hope to garner an audience from UofT’s Caribbean 
Studies program as well, However, I expect the work may garner an wider academic audience as the 
subject matter has broader appeal than just the Indo-Caribbean community.  

The app demonstrates how the use of technology can close gaps in access to colonial archives and 
generate interest in genealogies amongst communities that may not have been pre-disposed to 
them. The work overlaps with the RIC’s goals, but at the same time, adds context/ criticism to the 
history of journalist, documentary and institutional priorities. It presents an opportunity for the RIC to 
host/ start a discussion on how institutions can address the gaps in their archives/ collections 
moving forward.  
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